
 

 

INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS C-TMW-F250-02 
HEAVY DUTY TUNNEL PLATE 

2011-2016 F-250, 350, 450, & 550 

 
TOOLS REQUIRED: 

Ratcheting wrench           Metric socket set          

Standard socket set          T-55 Torx Bit               
 

 

7/16” wrench                

 Pencil 

    

PARTS and MOUNTING HARDWARE: 

QTY DESCRIPTION PART # 

1 Front transmission hump bracket set C-B59 

1 Rear transmission hump bracket set C-B51 

1 28” x 8” Tunnel Plate C-TMW-28E 

2 Extrusion plastic end caps CM002527A 

20 ¼” x ¾” hex head bolt GSM33001 

12 ¼” Flat Washers GSM31005 

12 ¼” Lock Washers GSM31026 

8 ¼” Serrated nut GSM30023 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C-TMW-F250-02 

ASSEMBLY 

C-TMW-28E 

28” Tunnel Plate 

C-B59 

3-Piece transmission hump bracket  

(2 – Legs and 1 – Crossover Bracket) 

C-B51 

3-Piece transmission hump bracket  

(2 – Legs and 1 – Crossover Bracket 

CM002527A  

Extrusion plastic end cap 
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INSTALLATION: 

 

NOTES:  

A. If you removed the OEM center seat, there will be studs in the floor 

for the center seat belt. You must remove the center seat belt studs 

with 9mm socket. The rear hump bracket will attach to the front seat 

rear bolts. 

B. If you have an Extended or Crew cab truck, there will be an air duct 

underneath the floor mat. The C-B59 front hump bracket does allow 

clearance for the duct.  

C. The C-B59 Front Hump bracket also works with the C-HDM-142 

Computer mount. 

D. This mount does work with OEM 4 x 4 floor shifter. 

E. This mount does NOT work with OEM Manual Transmission 

floor shifter. 
 

1. Remove Front and rear seat bolts.  

OEM plastic trim caps may have to be removed from seat brackets. 

2.  Determine parts and place front and rear hump brackets legs in under 

seat brackets. Loosely attach seat bolts, but do not tighten yet. 

3. Place the crossover bracket on the legs and place the Tunnel Plate 

extrusion on the crossover brackets. Determine the desired position of 

the tunnel plate and mark the parts with a pencil. Remove Tunnel Plate 

and crossover brackets. 

4. Flip Tunnel Plate upside down and attach front and rear crossover 

bracket to Tunnel extrusion with ¼” x ¾” bolts and serrated nuts. 

(bolt heads go into extrusion slots) 

5. Attach Tunnel plate with front and rear crossover brackets to hump 

bracket legs using ¼” x ¾” hex bolts and flat washers. 

6. Tighten seat bolts and all hardware. 

7. Install bolts and / or nuts in Tunnel Plate slots as needed and attach 

console and/or accessories as desired. 

8. Attach plastic end caps to ends Tunnel Plate extrusion. (peel and stick) 
 

 

Always! 

 Read all instructions before installing any Havis, Inc. products. 

 Use hardware provided with install kit  

 For product support, email technicalsupport@havis.com or call 1-800-524-9900. 
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